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21.0 WATER GTVER) CROSSING RULES AND BRIDGING
The water crossing rules and bridge building are generally used in the campaign game since few major battles would
be fought over a major terrain feature such as a river.

[21.10] Classification
[2I .1\ Rivers need to classified as to their width, direction of flow and speed or drift rate of the river. Most rivers
are 3" wide for common rivers, 6", 9" or 12" for the larger rivers of Europe. Most rivers which carry heavy barge
traffic are 6"+ in width.
I2l.I2l River drift rates (flow) can vary from 3" to 6" per turn.
l2l.I3l Rivers of 6" or greater cannot freeze over to able units to cross.

l2l,20l Swimming across
Cavalry regiments and some infantry assault units can try and swim a river if the river is only 3" in wight. Rivers
greater in width cannot be swum by any type of unit.
[21 .21] Each cavalry unit chosen to attempt a river crossing must start on the river bank. The cavalry drops into
the river and moves 2" across taking a morale check with any modifiers listed on the morale chart and the following
special morale modifiers. Failing this morale check causes\ abandonment of the crossing attempt and the cavalry
morale disorders (routs) at the river embankment. The special morale modifiers are:

for Medium or Heavy weight cava7ry
for Cuirassier weight cavalry
for Irregular weight cavalry

l2l .2211 On the 2nd turn of movement the cavalry again takes a morale check. If the cavalry passes the special
morale check then it may move the final L " of river and leave the river for fulfilling the other half movement the
cavalry regiment has. A morale check failure causes the cavalry to morale disorder and lose 2 figures in the
regiment. A rout causes 2 figures loss and move rout movement out of the river and towards the rear. If the enemy

-J is lining the far shore the cavalry regiment moves the L" distance and starts an infantry style shock aclion[2.23l
against the enemy lining the river embankment. While crossing the river and the exiting the river on the far side
a leader can give his morale benefits to the units within his morale radius range. Cavalry in the river cannot fire
their carbines, declare a cavalry charge and are in terrain disorder if part of the cavalry base is in the river.
l2l.23l Special infantry unit formed from a "picked pool" of CMR 7+ can attempt river assaults. These figures
are formed just like fortress storming columns (see siege rules), receive a *2 CMR morale and combat bonus if
within 6" of the river and cannot resupply ammo if they run out (out of Ammo rules) till another friendly combat
unit crosses the river and moves within 6" of the assault unit. The "picking pool" is any CMR 7* infantry unit(s).
The ratio of "Volunteers" is 1 in 6, so to make a 6 figure assaultunit, 36 figures of 7+ CMR are required in the
"picking pool". See rules for converging Elite battalion figures xx.xx.
l2I.24l The infantry swim the river just like the cavalry movement above in section 2I.22. Morale checks are
required and the picked unit may "freeze" on the river embankment if it fails the 1st morale check.
I2l.25l Anytime a special infantry assault unit or cavalry regiment is forced to retire on the "wrong side" of the
river and cannot move atleast half the routing/retirement distance then the unit must roll a morale check and pass
the morale check to avoid a surrender to the nearest enemy unit. Passing the morale check forces the routing/retiring
unit to the river edge. Another forced retirement will force a surrender to the enemy. Surrender automatic if in
minimum fire zone and backed to a river.

121.301 Crossing Assault in boats \
Pontoon bridging sectional units or small boats locally collected can carry small detachments or parts of
regiments/battalions across the river. The game master should determine if boats are available.
[2L3l] Pontoon 1" bridging sections from the pontoon train unit or each small boat can be used to ferry across 2
infantry, or 1 mounted cavalry figure. If a regiment/battalion is broken up in different boats then the
regiment/battalion cannot leave the river embankment till the entire regiment/battalion is across or lost in the
crossing from enemy action (sunk).
[2I.32] Assault boats/ sections move 6" per turn. They can load a unit standing at the river edge for the entire
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movement or sail and disembark the figures on the embankment to be joined together with other figures in the
player's morale Rally Phase.
l2l.331No part of a regiment/battalionwill leave the disembarking area till all possible parts have crossed the river.
t21 .34) On the Movement Phase turn of disembarking on the far shore the units are placed into a morale disordered
formation. They can "rally" during forthcoming Rally Phase.
[21 .35] Boats and pontoon sections can.only be sunk by l2lb or larger cannon. Treat as a linear 1/3 target like a
artillery battery. If hit, the pontoon or boat will sink with loss of all on board. Same rules as for routs in section
2L24 apply.

l2l.40l Additional transportation methods over water
t2l.4l) If available per game master, there are several other possible methods to cross a body of water or river.
These modes of transport, time to load and disembark, movement distance each turn are given below. The rules
of use follow assault boats:
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2 turns to load/l to disembark, carries 6 infl 3 Cavl I battery
2 turns to load/2 to disembark, 12 inf/ 6 Cavl 2 batteries or train
Loads like assault boats section. 3 infantry/ 2 cavalry

Barges 12" downriver, 8" up river. River ferry 6" across river/turn.

e; \1.,.r 44.

Small river barge
Large river barge
River ferry/raft

Movement rates:

[21.50] Bridge and Ford rules
i-:,r, Bridges must be classified if a normal bridge, or a small foot bridge, and if stone or wooden construction.''' 

1*" --j*[21.5 ll Qryos-sruqiogesse-Fords*an4+heireapaeity
The amount of traffic a bridge or ford can handle safely is based upon the number of figures that cross in a given
Movement Phase and the number of figures which are placed on the bridge model and which are above the actual
river location. Most bridge models go beyond the river edges. Only the section with figures directly above the 3",

. .-**.6" 9" or 12" river terrain section counts towards the capacity.
i ,fZt.52l Allbridges give either low stone wall or low wooden wall protection from firepower directed over the walls

J I of the bridge. No protection is given if firing along the bridge line.
{ t .,' ,. . [2L 53] Once a bridges or fords capacity has been reached no additional figures may cross the bridge or be placed
,', o:-j . upon the section above the water (river).

/ '- '-" I2l.54l Capacity limitsper turn;
f 

"". ,, :' ' Normal stone or wood bridge: 18 Infantry, 9 Cavalry or 3 batteries/train
'< ".i' .' "*, , ,-!',?r"Small Foot bridge: 12 Infantry, 6 Cavalry or!. battery/train

''' .,'".,^," , .'' Pontoon Bridge: 12 lnfarfiry,6 Cavalry ory'batteryltrain*(,n ''River Ford: 18 Infantry, 9 Cavalry or 3 battery/train
t,- ._;  

,^ .a 
-^" '' 121.551Commands which are marching inpropel:gg1.pg_clr formationand along arcadlftall have no crossing
capacity restrictions but will suffer if a routing unit routs back across the river bridge.

12l.60l Bridge/Ford overcrowding
If more than the given number of figures in section 2I.52 above are found to be placed on the bridge above the
water or cross the bridge in any given turn Phase then the overcrowding rules apply.

Routing unit figures count as DOIIBLE figures to determine capacity on the bridge.

t2l.6ll If between l00vo and l50Vo of capacity. $
A of morale disorder occurs for all unit placed into this situation. Any unit already in morale disorder will
rout. 1 combat unit will lose 2 figures randomly chosen from the lowest CMR units on the bridge.

[21.62] If between l5l% and 200Vo of capacity.

[21.63] If over 2O0Vo ofcapacity.
The loss ratio is SQE, from each unit starting with
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towards the friendly side of the bridge.

[21.64] Pontoon bridges have a lO% to break if a overcrowding situationoccurs on the bridge. Roll at the same
time as the overcrowding occurrence. If the bridge breaks, 50% of the units above the river surface area are lost.
50% of the pontoons can be recovered to reuse again.

l2l.70l Pontoon Bridge construction
A pontoon train unit can construct a bridge across the river if the train unit carries sufficient "bridging sections"
to construct the bridge. Each bridge section is one inch (1") of pontoons. A train unit can carry up to 6" worth.
Only one bridge at a time can be constructed from a train unit. Each train unit is made of two units... 1. The train
company for the wagons themselves and 2). a pontoonier battalion with 3 figures. All nations are assumed to have
3 figure size units.

l2l.7ll Bridge building or removal.
After the train unit has arrived at the river bank there is a one (1) turn delay while the pontooniers ready the
pontoons into the river. Thereafter the bridge is built at arate of one inch (1') per Movement Phase. Place the
section on the river at the end of the player's Movement Phase.
I21.721As for sapper units, Pontooniers can be placed into a skirmish (open) order full skirmishing target formation
while build the pontoon bridge. They may build the bridge into a minimum fire zone without the opportunity
firepower penalties.
[2I .731 A regular close order infantry battalion (minimum 4 figure size) can be assigned to assist the pontooniers
at the river bank edge. They help move material and cannot do other combat actions. They will defend themselves
normally but not in square formation. They will give the player a one inch (1") bonus which can be placed on the
river on any Movement Phase turn as for the normal one inch (1") section from the pontooniers.
t21.74] Any pontoon bridge over 3" across must have a engineer figure present at the Worksite position,
[21.751 Removing the bridge is the same but in reversed process.

t21.801 Destroying bridges
Bridges can be destroyed by the firepower of large artillery, sapper units laying charges or burning the bridge.
[21.81] Artillery can destroy a bridge by firepower if the battery has cannon of IZlb or greater:

A wooden tlridge can have a one inch (1") section damaged for every 6 hits from a l21b-161b positional
battery. The bridge is a linear target on the firepower tables. If a siege cannon is used then 3 hits will knock
a one inch (1") section. The rate of additional damage is prorated as above.

A stone bridge cannot be destroyed except with siege cannon artillery. Takes 6 hits from a siege cannon per
inch (1") of stone damage. Laying charges and burning the wooden bridge are covered in other sections of
the rules.

I2l.90l Repairing Destroyed or damaged bridges
A damaged bridge can be repaired by sapper figures to enable crossing of combat units. A burnt bridge or bridges
with more than 3" of damage cannot be repaired. They must be completely rebuilt.
[21.91] Each group of two (2) sapper figures can repair one inch (1") of damaged bridge for every two turns of
stationary work. They may use a skirmish (open) order full skirmishing formation while working on the bridge and
also work into a minimum firepower zone of a enemy unit.
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